
1. RACE FORMAT FOR RACCAR

1.1 Championship Format:

There are two championships within the RACCAR - the Driver's Championship and the Team
Championship.

Drivers score points for the Driver's Championship by finishing in point-scoring positions at each of
the races in which they compete. The cumulative total of the points they have scored in all races
that season is their championship points.

Teams of a maximum of 3 drivers can enter the Team Championship. The drivers of that team add
their individual points together to score point for the Team
Championship.

1.2 Event Format

* Qualifying - 15 minutes
* Sprint race - approx 15 minutes (grid as per qualifying)
* Break – approx 5 minutes
* Feature race - approx 30 minutes (Grid - Top 8 from Race 2 reversed – thereafter as per finishing
order of Race 2)

In Autocross rounds, the 15 minutes qualifying session will be replaced by a superpole session.
Drivers are called according to the server list's order, drives one outlap, then one inlap. Each driver
has only one qualifying tentative. Should the driver telepit during his qualifying attempt, he will be
classed last of the superpole session. If a driver loose connection to the server during his qualifying
attempt, he will be given a new one after the rest of the qualifiers have done their lap.

After superpole, the field will be evenly split into two sprint races of 7 minutes each. Odds
qualifying positions will go to sprint race 1, even will go to sprint race 2. The top 8 of each race will
then go to feature race. Order of sprint race 1 will be taken to set odds position(1st, 3rd, 5th, etc),
order of sprint race 2 will be taken to set even positions(2nd, 4th, etc)

2. EXPECTED BEHAVIOUR DURING EVENT

2.1 General Procedure and Expected Behaviour

Driver names should be of the format - 00 J.Bloggs (in white letters), i.e. the number follwed by the
initial of the forename,then the surname.

Entered Drivers must be present on the Race Server 10 minutes before the Qualifying is due to
commence.

Every driver is required to have a skin uploaded on LFS World and containing the official
RACCAR numberplate, with the appropriate race number(see the forum for more infos).

Telepitting(shift+P) is allowed during qualifying.

The usage of button-clutch is forbidden in any official race session.

Chatting is forbidden during official sessions. Exceptions will be made in case of exceptional



issues, but you must ask for permission beforehand. Keep in mind that the race officials are likely to
be on track at this moment, so they might not be able to answer you.

You must spectate if your car is unable to continue the race(too much damage or on the roof). Re-
joining the race after telepitting or joining the spectators is strictly forbidden.

« Ragequitting » is forbidden, if you do not plan to finish the race, do not race, simple as.
« Ragequitting » is defined as joining the spectators or telepitting from track during an official race,
while the car is still able to continue racing. If you want to retire from the race, please go to the
pitlane and either park your car in a pitbox or in a garage, and then spectate.

No insults, No swearing. No arguing.

2.2 Penalty System

Points penalties will be applied in both drivers and teams championship.

Penalties will be given after each event, if the admins feel it is necessary. Penalties can consist of:
• a time penalty
• a championship points deduction
• a season disqualification/ban

Administrative penalties are, as following:
• Chatting during an official session without permission= first warning, then 1 point penalty

per chat entry
• « Ragequitting »=3 points
• Failure to have a skin meeting the requirements in any session of an event =A Drive

Through penalty in feature race, to be served in the 3 first laps. If it is found after the event,
a Drive Through equivalent time penalty will be given.

2.3 Protests

All protest should be submitted to the RACCAR Admins via the relevant forum thread in this
forum.

Please use this template when making your protest:

Your Name:
Your LFS Username:
Protest Against: (LFS Username)
Description : Your opinion of what happened)
Which Event / Session: (Quali or Race ½)
Replay timecode:

Failure to use this teamplate or providing one of the required elements might result in having the
protest disregarded.

The administration reserves the right to investigate incidents even without receiving any related
report.

3. POINTS SYSTEM & SUCCESS BALLAST



Race 1 / 2

1st = 12
2nd = 10
3rd = 8
4th = 7
5th = 6
6th = 5
7th = 4
8th = 3
9th = 2
10th = 1
Fastest lap of the race = 1 bonus point.
Pole position = 1 bonus point

Race 1, AutoX

1st = 6
2nd = 5
3rd = 4
4th = 3
5th = 2
6th = 1
Fastest lap of the race = 1 bonus point.
Pole position = 1 bonus point

Drivers must drive 75% of the winner's race distance to be classified and eligible for points.


